We study the transition of a scalar field in a fixed AdS d+1 background between an extremum and a minimum of a potential. We first prove that two conditions must be met for the solution to exist. First, the potential involved cannot be generic, i.e. a fine-tuning of their parameters is mandatory. Second, at least in some region its second derivative must have a negative upper limit which depends only on the dimensionality d. We then calculate the boundary propagator for small momenta in two different ways: first in a WKB approximation, and second with the usual matching method, generalizing the known calculation to arbitrary order. Finally, we study a system with spontaneously broken non-Abelian global symmetry, and show in the holographic language why the Goldstone modes appear.
Introduction
The simplest example of AdS-CFT correspondence [1, 2, 3] is gravity plus a real scalar field system in asymptotic AdS (for a partial list see [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] ).
Apart from some special cases (see for example [11] ) it is expected that the even simplified version of such systems, i.e. the no-back-reaction limit where the gravitational coupling κ → 0, would give the relevant information (for some reviews on this subject see for example [12, 13, 14, 15] ). Recently this has been done in [16] , where the potential of the real scalar field has been approximated by a piece-wise quadratic potential in order to allow analytic treatment. It has been then shown that: a) in order for the solution between the UV extremum and the IR minimum to exist, there must be some non-trivial constraint among parameters in the potential; b) at least one region needs V ′′ < −d 2 /4; c) a solution of such a system has vanishing action and d) the propagator in the boundary theory exhibits a simple 1/q 2 pole as predicted by the Goldstone theorem applied to the spontaneously broken dilatation invariance [17] .
The last two points has been considered in more detail in [18] (see also [19] and [20] ) following an inspiring paper [21] , where it was explicitly shown that even such a simplified system has a BPS type solution which exhibits the Goldstone theorem for a spontaneously broken conformal invariance in subtle way, i.e. mixing the normalizable and non-normalizable modes in the bulk at the next-to-leading order of the matching method.
The purpose of this contribution is twofold. First, we would like to shed more light on the first two issues, i.e. on the constraints the potential must satisfy for allowing a solution. Second, we would like to see the 1/q 2 propagator of the Goldstone in a different way, generalize the matching method at all orders, and present few examples of its use.
The plan of the paper is the following. After setting the notation and main formulae in Section 2,we summarize in Section 3 the wall solution found in [16] . In Section 4 we then explain the reason for a fine-tuning of the potential parameters and explicitly show how one can find BPS-type solutions to the first order equation of motion even in this no-backreaction limit, i.e. generalize the usual κ = 0 expression of the potential through the superpotential to the κ → 0 limit. With it we can prove in Section 5 in complete generality that for the solution to exist, the second derivative of the scalar potential must be smaller than −d 2 /4 in at least some region. In section 6 we find the same 1/q 2 propagator in the q → 0 limit of the dilaton using then WKB approximation, while a long Section 7 is devoted to a detailed analysis of the matching method to all orders. This is then used in Section 8 to show in an explicit example what exactly makes the Goldstone boson of a global symmetry massless in the holographic language.
2 The no back-reaction limit (κ → 0)
We will consider in most of this paper a real scalar field t in d + 1 dimensions with bulk euclidean action
in a non-dynamical AdS d+1 background
where (x µ ) are the QFT coordinates with x d ≡ i x 0 the euclidean time and the AdS scale has been set to 1. The boundary is located at z = 0 (UV region) while the horizon is at z = ∞ (IR region).
The dimensionless field variable t is normalized to have extrema of the potential at t = 0, 1. More precisely, we will consider potentials ( throughout the paper we will indicate with a dot the derivative w.r.t. the bulk coordinate z and with a prime a field derivative)
i.e. t = 1 will be the true minimum, while at the origin the potential can have a minimum (being a false vacuum thus) or even a maximum, provided that it is in the Breitenlöhner-
We will be interested in regular, Poincarè invariant solutions t = t(z) that interpolate between the UV and IR regions. They obey the equation of motion
and necessary behave in the UV and IR as
respectively, where
is a minimum according to (2.3)) 4 . We recall as a last remark that the symmetries of AdS space translate in the scale invariance of equation (2.4), i.e. if t(z) is a solution so it is t(λz), a fact of great relevance.
Analytic solutions for approximated bulk potentials
In this section we shortly summarize the results presented in [16] . The interesting region for t is between the local minimum at 0 and the global minimum at 1. We will divide this region into a number of sections, and in each of them the potential can be locally approximated by a quadratic form:
The minimum number of such sections is three: (1) 0 < t < t 1 , (2) t 1 < t < t 2 , (3) t 2 < t < 1. The coefficients in (3.1) are parameterized in each region as
U V could also be present in the small z power expansion of t(z). From the AdS/CFT point of view this term is interpreted as a source that breaks explicitly the scale invariance of the boundary QFT; then we should not expect a Goldstone mode to appear, situation we are not interested in. These domain walls are interpreted as dual to renormalization group flows generated by deformation of the UV CFT by a relevant operator, i.e. one of dimension less than d [15] .
respectively. The strange choice of C's is required by the continuity of the potential. Furthermore, we will require the continuity of the first derivatives of the potential which yields to
relations that automatically satisfy 0 < t 1 < t M < t 2 < 1 for any 0 < t M < 1. In this way we remain with four relevant parameters, the A i 's and t M . Similarly as in (2.6) we introduce
We will consider the case of real
) withν 2 > 0. The solution to (2.4) with the piece-wise quadratic potential (3.1) is known
Continuity of the solution and its derivative at z 1,2 requires
Notice here two things:
• there is one relation (fine-tuning) among the potential parameters A i , t M , see eqs.
(3.7) and (3.8),
• ν 2 needs to be purely imaginary.
The whole procedure can be repeated with more intervals, but these two conclusions still remain: A non-trivial fine-tuning among parameters is needed, and at least in one interval ν 2 = d 2 /4 + V ′′ needs to be negative. In the next two sections we will try to understand better these two issues.
Why the potential cannot be generic
Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) represent the quantization condition on the potential for the solution to exist at all. As it has been noted in [16] and remarked before, this follows from the invariance of the equation of motion under dilatations z → λz for any positive real λ. There is thus an infinite family of solutions: the location of the domain wall is not determined. In our previous example this is seen explicitly by the fact that the coordinates z 1 and z 2 cannot be determined both, but due to dilatation invariance of the original equation of motion only their ratio. The four equations (functions and derivatives at z 1,2 ) cannot be satisfied by only three parameters D +,− , z 2 /z 1 , so a non-trivial relation among potential parameters follow. This simple counting can be easily generalized to an arbitrary number of intervals.
What happens if a fine-tuned potential changes a bit, i.e. if we relax the constraint among the potential parameters? The numerical output will make t(z) diverge, so that for z → ∞ limit it will not reach the unit value. In other words, the transition is not from the extremum in the origin to the minimum at t = 1, but it escapes to infinity. In order to make the field land to the minimum, one needs a constrained value for the model parameters.
There are two simple ways to see why there must be some constraint among the model parameters, if we are looking for a solution of (2.4) .
First of all, we have a second order differential equation. In the limit z → 0 this non-linear equation can be linearized, call the two independent solutions of this linearized version t + (z) and t − (z). Let they be defined so that for
given in (2.6) and t − (z) ∝ z d−∆ U V . This second t − (z) is interpreted in the AdS-CFT dictionary as a source. All solutions to the original full non-linear equations have to evolve only towards t + (z) for z → 0 in order for the source to vanish. There is however no guarantee that these solutions are finite for z → ∞. In general it will not be the case, only solutions which evolve to some linear combination a t + (z) + b t − (z) for z → 0 will be finite in the opposite limit at z → ∞. We can enforce b = 0 and thus have a t(z) sourceless at z → 0 and finite at z → ∞ only by carefully choosing the parameters of the original Lagrangian, i.e. the potential. From here the fine-tuning among parameters.
Another way perhaps more familiar of setting the problem is through the linearized perturbation equation around the assumed solution t(z). If we write the perturbation as ξ(z; q) e iq· x L , such equation results (7.8). We can rewrite this linearized equation for perturbations in a Schrödinger-like form. Taking ξ(z; q) = z
Now, well-known symmetry arguments (in this case related to dilatation invariance) show that ξ(z; 0) ∼ zṫ(z) solves equation (7.8) with q 2 = 0. But (4.1) is a second order linear differential equation with two independent solutions and then standard quantum mechanics arguments work. By definition, necessary f (z; 0) ∼ z −ν U V must be discarded too. The only way for this solution of (4.1) to exist is that in both cases we remain with the same function. As the "energy" is zero it cannot be quantized as it is usually the case in QM, so zṫ(z) can exist only when a fine-tuned relation among parameters in the potential holds, and so also the solution t(z) of (2.4) exists only in this case.
Fine-tuning the cosmological constant on the boundary
As it has been explained in [24] the fine-tuning needed for the potential parameters is nothing else than the requirement for a vanishing cosmological constant on the boundary. To see it more explicitly we have of course to reintroduce gravity, i.e. a non-zero κ.
Let us thus consider the gravity-scalar system defined by the action,
The following equations of motion follow,
where the energy momentum-tensor for the scalar field is,
We are going to consider the ansatz,
whereĝ ≡ η mnω mωn is the metric ({ω m } is a vielbein) on a d-dimensional space-time with generic coordinates Ω . In the obvious local basis,
the connections are,
where only in this subsection a prime means d/dρ. The two-forms defining the curvature tensor result,
Finally the Ricci tensor components are,
and the Ricci scalar,
With (4.5) and (4.9) the equations (4.3) become,
We have now two possible cases.
Case I: Vacuum solutions
Let us consider t(ρ) = t v an extremum of the potential, V ′ (t v ) = 0, and let us take V (t v ) = 0. Then there exist three non equivalent, exact solutions to the gravity equations in (4.11),
We recognize the first case as plane AdS 1,d ifĝ is identified with the flat Minkowski metric, the maximally symmetric case. On the other hand, the second/third solutions correspond to Einstein space-times of negative/positive curvature, being the most symmetric choices forĝ the spaces
However from (4.3) we see that in any case the equation for the bulk metric g is just R M N = −d g M N ; so the maximally symmetric choices should lead to the same space, i.e. the three cases in (4.12) must correspond to AdS 1,d sliced differently. 5 An observation: z ≡ e −ρ is the usual coordinate with z = 0 the boundary and z = ∞ the horizon iff the ρ-coordinate is the one defined in the patch of the first solution, i.e. ρ represent different coordinates in each line of (4.12).
Case II: Domain wall solutions
In this case the profile of the scalar must be non trivial; in particular we are interested in interpolating solutions like the ones considered in the papers. We can however always take the weak gravity, decoupling limit κ → 0, and we must solve the scalar equation in the background (4.12). Now, if we consider the flat slicing, we found the need of finetuning the potential in order to get a solution. The question is: if we interpret the other two slicings as leading to AdS and dS space-time geometries of the boundary theory instead of Minkowski, is it necessary to fine-tuning the potential to get a domain wall solution also in these cases?
With the new variable z = e −ρ (and for simplicity keeping the same notation for t = t(z)) the equation to solve is,
where k = +1, 0, −1 in the dS, Minkowski, AdS slicing. There is no dilatation symmetry anymore, so no need for fine-tuning. In the language of the piece-wise-quadratic potential, all the coordinates of different intervals can be determined, and not only ratios. No relations among parameters is needed for the solution to exist. It is now clear the physical meaning of it: it is just the fine-tuning of the boundary cosmological constant.
The BPS solutions
A solution that spontaneously breaks conformal invariance makes the on-shell action vanish (see for example [23] ). This is a hint that the solution may be of the BPS type, i.e. it solves a first order equation [16] . Instead of proving this statement, we will show how one can define the superpotential that allows a smooth κ → 0 limit. Let's go back to (4.2). We will search for solutions to the equations of motion of the form
The b.c. at the boundary z = 0 are,
where,
This assures for the solution to be asymptotically AdS with fixed radius L = 1. At the horizon z = ∞ we impose,
The equations of motion result
With no back-reaction (κ = 0), F (z) = 1 and it is the second equation to solve, just the scalar fields in the AdS background. When back-reaction is taken into account (κ > 0) we can use the superpotential trick. The usual choice is consider potentials which can be written as
Then it is possible to show that a solution of,
solves (4.18) . This ansatz implicitly assume that κ = 0. On the other side, if we want eventually to get the no-backreaction limit κ → 0, we choose a potential of the form
It is then possible to show that a solution of,
where
is a solution of (4.18). The κ → 0 limit is now small and points toward the potential
and the following BPS like equation,
whose solutions satisfy also the full second order equation of motion (2.4) and for which the action (4.2) vanishes.
At least for polynomial superpotentials and potentials the fine-tuning for vanishing boundary cosmological constant is simply the special form (4.24) . With this we mean that all coefficients of the polynomial in the potential are not independent and thus the potential itself is not generic.
Before ending this section, let us see some examples of superpotentials W (t) (in [18] we already showed another choice).
The
leads to the solution,
From here we see that
In the examples of [18] and above a correlation between the UV and IR ∆'s was present. This is however not a generic feature of the system. In fact, choosing for example
we get the solution
which has the limits (2.5) with
The parameters ∆ U V > d/2 (corresponding to the maximum or minimum in the UV) and ∆ IR > d + ∆ U V (minimum in the IR) can be otherwise arbitrary.
V
As we said before, in a piece-wise quadratic potential at least in some interval the second derivative of the potential must be smaller than −d 2 /4 for the solution to exist. Let us here show this statement for a general potential V (t) characterized by (4.24). Let us define
where t(z) is the solution of the BPS equation (4.25) and to simplify the notation we will use in this subsection the abbreviation
and omit the field dependence. Our aim is to show that the quantity F is non-positive, so that V ′′ < −d 2 /4 at least in some region. First we rewrite (5.1) using (4.24)
Now we use (assuming vanishing boundary terms, which is easily verified)
to rewrite (5.3) as
Finally we use the Schwartz inequality
to derive from (5.4)
Using then (5.7) we get first
from which finally it follows F ≤ 0 (5.10) This proves our statement: the inequality V ′′ < −d 2 /4 is valid at least in some region of z for any potential V of the form (4.24).
Notice that since at the horizon (z → ∞) the potential has a minimum and at the boundary (z = 0) a minimum or a maximum in the conformal window (i.e. V ′′ +d 2 /4 > 0), there are always an even number of times that V ′′ crosses the particular value −d 2 /4.
The WKB approximation method
Here we shall try to apply the WKB method in order to compute the two-point correlation function of operators dual through the AdS/CFT correspondence to a bulk scalar field. The recipe to get it is to consider the solution to the perturbation equation (7.8) , and identify the propagator by looking at the behavior near the boundary z → 0,
The straightest way of doing it is to consider the Schrödinger-type equation (4.1) with "potential"
where we remember that t(z) is the solution of (2.4). For simplicity we consider the case This condition applied to (6.2) reads,
From here is straightforward to see that the WKB solution is trustable for any q 2 around z = 0 and z = ∞ if,
respectively, with ν U V /IR as in (2.6). Furthermore, Q(z; q) is positive near z = 0 (and diverges quadratically there), but it is also positive for large z (going to q 2 from above). What happens in the middle? From section 5 we know that for q small enough Q(z; q) must become negative; then for some z M where t(z M ) = t M it should have a local minimum. Then there must exist z i = z i (q), z 1 (q) < z M < z 2 (q) such that,
Near these zeroes of Q(z; q) the WKB approximation breaks down. If we admit that V ′′ (t M ) is large enough then it is seen from (6.4) that in the region near z M the WKB solution is trustable too. Therefore, calling I, II, III the regions near z = 0, z M and z ≫ 1 respectively, we can write the approximate WKB solution in each region as,
where the coefficients are related by,
and,
Now, imposing finiteness when z → ∞ implies C + III = 0. By using the relations (6.10) and (6.11) we get all the constants in terms of C − III ; in particular for the solution near z = 0 we get,
From here we should be able to extract the propagator as a function of q 2 , at least for q not so large. But we know from section 4 that for q = 0 (6.13) must be equal to z t ′ (z) and thus going only as z ∆ U V for z → 0. We will show now that this implies the constraint ϕ(0) = k π with k an integer. First we rewrite
Since we are interested only in ν U V ≫ 1/2 and leading behavior at z → 0, we can see with the help of (6.14) that the first term on the r.h.s. of (6.13) goes like z ∆ U V , while the second goes like z d−∆ U V . Since this last one should not be present in the solution z t ′ (z) of the q = 0 perturbation, we have to impose (otherwise no solution with the right asymptotic behavior exists)
This means that only potentials which satisfy this constraint are acceptable. This is the WKB analog of the fine-tuning mentioned before. This simple conclusion is the reason for the 1/q 2 behavior of the boundary propagator. In fact, it is easy to derive the form of the propagator in the WKB approximation; from (6.1) we get:
Clearly, due to (6.15), we get for q → 0 the usual Goldstone pole
where dϕ(q) dq 2
Although the denominator vanishes at the integration boundaries, the integral itself is finite.
The matching method to all orders
Let t(z) be the solution of the equation of motion (2.4) that behaves for z → 0 (UV) and z → ∞ (IR) as,
respectively. Here α U V > 0 and α IR < 0, while that
Note that in order for t(z) to be finite in the asymptotic expansions (7.1) neither ∆ U V − appears in the UV nor ∆ IR + in the IR. Let us introduce for further use the following expansions of the functions ξ ± (z)
that follow by plugging (7.1) in the definitions
where z i and ξ − (z i ) are integration constants. We find
Clearly the UV/IR expansion of ξ + (z) can not contain the z
-power. Our aim is to solve the equation for perturbations around the solution t(z), i.e. if we write (for a general treatment see for example the appendix of [16] )
then the second equation in (4.3) gives to first order in ξ(z; q)
We will do it in two different approximations.
The large z expansion.
We write (7.8) as
and consider δ(z) ≡ V ′′ (t(z)) − V ′′ (1) small in the sense,
independently of the value of q. Then the solution for z > z ∞ can be hopefully expanded in orders of δ(z),
The order zero term is the solution to the l.h.s. of (7.9) equal to zero, which is given by,
where we have dropped the solution that diverges in the IR and fixed the normalization in such a way that ξ ∞ (z; 0) = z Plugging this expansion in (7.15) we get,
The solution to lowest order is,
where C
± (q) are integration constants. With ξ (0) (z; q) we can determine ξ (1) (z; q) from (7.20), and so on.
This iterative procedure yields the solution in the following form. First we introduce the set of functions,
where ξ
All of them are obtained iteratively: first, from (7.22) with k = 0 we get f (0) ij (z), then we go to (7.23) with k = 1 and get ξ (1) ± (z), then we come back to (7.22) with k = 1 and get f (1) ij (z) and so on. The functions ξ m (z; q) can be expressed in terms of the ξ (k) ± (z)'s yielding the full expansion (7.18) in the form, (7.24) where the C (k)
± 's are, as in (7.21) , the integration constants of the homogeneous solution in (7.20) . After some rearrangement, we can write (7.24) as,
where we have redefined the coefficients
We should not be surprised of this expression; after all (7.15) is a second order linear differential equation and both sums in (7.25) are linearly independent solutions of it as it can be quickly checked. Note furthermore that they are holomorphic in q 2 ; the reason behind this fact can be traced directly to the assumption (7.18).
The two-point function.
For qz ≪ m IR expansion (7.25) hopefully holds, and it can be used to compute the two-point correlation function at low momenta as follows. After adjusting the constant of integration in (7.1) to get rid of the z
± (w) (7.28) while we were unable to find a closed expression for ǫ U V −± without specifying the potential. Applying the holographic recipe (6.1) the two-point function results,
The knowledge of the leading order behavior of the quotient C − (q)/C + (q) for q → 0 will allow to compute the leading power in q of G 2 (q). The z i -dependence of the coefficients ǫ U V ++ (and the z i -independence of the physics) gives a hint that this power is −2, as we will confirm below.
The infrared expansion
Here we define the functionsF 
is defined to be the only z-independent part in the large z expansion, and
With them we can calculate (m = 1, 2, . . . ),
The general form of ξ (m)
where the ingredients to construct it are iteratively computed as described above.
7.5 The matching procedure.
According to (7.10) and (7.17) , in the region
both expansions (7.13) and (7.25) hold and therefore they should coincide exactly, i.e.
This equation must be used to compute the unknown coefficients C ± (q). As we will see shortly, this is not an easy task in general; fortunately the leading order behavior necessary to compute (7.29) is relatively simple to get. To proceed we need the IR behavior of the ξ (m) ± (z)'s. By plugging (7.34) in (7.25) we get,
where we have introduced the holomorphic functions,
On the other hand, by using the series expansion of ξ ∞ x q ; q valid for x < 1 we have,
Now from (7.36) we have that at fixed x < minimum(m IR , 1), in the limit q → 0 equations (7.37) and (7.39) should coincide. More specifically, if we introduce δC ± (q) by,
then we should get,
While the first line is automatically zero, the second and third lines should be zero separately because they present different power series 6 . From the third line we get,
where A(q) q→0 −− → 0. Then the second line of (7.42) yields,
Going to (7.40) with (7.44) we get the leading behaviors,
This yields for the two-point function (7.29) the Goldstone pole,
where by using (7.28) and (7.30), i.e.
we get for the residue,
The result is reassuring in the sense that both contributions in the denominator of (7.29) add to yield a z i -independent result. 6 A subtlety (not present in the case considered in the text) arises ifξ
− (z) contains powers of the form z −2νIR−2n with n ∈ ℵ; in that case it can be easily showed that the effect is that the coefficients of δC ± (q) on the second line of (7.42) get modified by holomorphic functions; this fact does not modify the subsequent arguments.
Global symmetries and AdS/CFT
Let us now use all this machinery for a simple d-dimensional strongly coupled system with a spontaneously broken global symmetry. We would like to see explicitly what makes Nambu-Goldstone bosons massless in the AdS/CFT picture: it is the square integrability of the solution ξ + (z) of the perturbation equation. In other words, a normalizable perturbation is massless.
The simplest example seems to be SU(3) → SU(2) × U(1). A physically more appealing case could be SU(5) → SU(3) × SU(2) ×U(1). The hope is that eventually one could then weakly couple the system to gauge bosons, i.e. gauge it. Let's consider a real adjoint, which we parametrize as has an extremum at t = 0 and a minimum at t = 1 with all other fields vanishing, and the potential for t is the same as in [18] : 
For z → ∞ we get
2z 3∆ (8.25) and so so that due to (8.26) we get in the IR limit q → 0
Obviously there is no pole here at q = 0, a pole is expected at finite q. The reason for no pole at q = 0 is thus due to the fact that there is no solution finite in the whole positive z-axis. This was true for ξ(z) = zṫ(z) and ξ w (z) = t(z), and this is why the next order in q was needed there. In other words, if the integral in (7.48) is finite, the propagator obeys (7.46), if it is not, then the leading term in this expansion is a constant.
Equations (8.16 ) and (8.17) for ξ T and ξ H seem to point to the same conclusion as for ξ t : no pole, i.e. no light degree of freedom. So if we would like one of the two to be light, i.e. for example ξ H (the analog of the light SM doublet in SU(5)), we would need to further fine-tune the system, similarly as one obtains the usual doublet-triplet splitting in a SU(5) grand unified theory.
